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Do-It-Yourself (which is also known asDIY) has extremely popular these days.But what does that mean, exactly? Tosome people it might involves electron-ics, to others it’s making cookie dough.Here are some DIY activities that aregreat for kids of all ages.  
1. Plant a pine tree. Few things canmake a bigger mark on the world thanthe simple act of planting a seed, especially if it’s a tree. First find a pine cone.Next learn how to get the seeds from the cone. They’ll need to be stored untilnext January, when it is a good time to plant (see bitly.com/2zYC32k). Nextreview these steps bitly.com/2huXVLV. Once your tree has grown, go to #2

2. Build a Treehouse. At https://www.wikihow.com/Build-a-Treehouseyou can find step by step instructions forbuilding a treehouse, from finding theright tree, to making the right plans. 
3. Make Chocolate Chip Cookies. Firstlets visit a cookbook and get a recipebitly.com/2ymzdIe. Next watch aYouTube video and hit pause for eachstep.  Here are two kids who are good tofollow www.youtube.com/watch?v=T71NlacyVp0

4. Make a holiday decoration First lets get some ideas fromPintrest bitly.com/2zZljbh. Next let’s visit Parents magazineto see some step-by-step ornament ideas http://www.parents.com/holiday/christmas/crafts/
5. Decorate a plate Start with a white ceramic plate, and then find some specialmarkers. We found a site with step-by-step instructions formaking  https://www.homedit.com/diy-baked-sharpie-plates/

DIY on YouTube
Want more? Here’s a video playlist that go along with this column 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcBVHzUUEKwnaY84Da_GngUnrLFnd9EY5

DIY
Read this column online, with links, at www.littleclickers.com/diy

5 (or so) sites & 10 videos 

LittleClickers is brought to you by

Computer Explorers, who offer camps on

programming. 

Visit www.computerexplorers.com to learn

more. The web-based (html) version of

this page is at

http://www.littleclickers.com with live

links, plus a place to report any errors.

Note that CTR and COMPUTER EXPLOR-

ERS do not have commercial interests in

the sites listed on this page. Librarians

and teachers are  permitted to copy this

page for non-profit use. To suggest a

future topic, or to report a bad link, please

contact the editor, Warren Buckleitner

[WB] warren@childrenstech.com or call

908-284-0404 (9 - 3 PM, EST). Thanks to

Dr. Ellen Wolock for her help with this

issue of LittleClickers.   


